
TITLE: The effect of preoperative physical therapy on total knee arthroplasty in patients with end-stage 

knee osteoarthritis: a pilot study. 

PURPOSE/HYPOTHESIS: A common form of medical management for knee osteoarthritis (OA) is total 

knee arthroplasty (TKA). Physical therapy (PT) has been shown to be an effective treatment for patients 

with knee OA in various early stages of the disease. The purpose of this study was to determine if PT 

improves preoperative clinical status in patients who are medically indicated for TKA.  

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS: 19 participants, 11 females (58%) and 8 males (42%), with mean age 66.7 years 

old (± 5.4) and mean BMI of 34.7 points (± 5.9).  

MATERIALS/METHODS: Patients with end-stage knee OA were randomly allocated to receive physical 

therapy (PT, n=9) or standard care (NPT, n=10) prior to TKA.  The preoperative PT intervention consisted 

of 12 weeks of a standardized protocol of stretching, progressive strengthening, balance training, and 

cardiovascular exercise. Data collection included a self-report PROMIS score, numeric pain scale rating 

(NPRS, Pain), and Timed Up and Go Test (TUG). Data was collected at the enrollment session (TUG1, 

Pain1, PROMIS1) and at the preoperative visit (TUG2, Pain2, PROMIS2). The patient-reported number of 

PT visits was recorded. ANCOVA was completed to assess for “group effect” and “as treated effect” with 

a 95% confidence interval (p ≤ .05). 

RESULTS: There was no statistical significance found in favor of either group’s effect on any of the 3 

variables. Both groups’ subjects had similar outcome measurements (p > .05) at enrollment. Enrollment 

data was, mean (SD) for TUG1 PT group = 14.4 (3.5) sec and NPT group = 15.9 (7.3) sec. PT for Pain1 = 

6.3 (2.2) points and NPT = 6.7 (2.1) points. PT for PROMIS1 = 38.1 (3.6) points and NPT = 36.3 (5.8) 

points. For follow-up outcomes, the mean (SD) for TUG2 was PT group = 15.3 (3.8) sec and NPT group = 

17.8 (5.3) sec. PT for Pain2 = 5.4 (2.9) points and NPT = 5.7 (2.4) points. For PROMIS2, PT = 38.4 (3.4) and 

NPT = 34.4 (5.8). The number of completed PT visits varied. In the PT group, visits ranged from 0 (3 

subjects) to 12 (1 subject). No one in the NPT group attended PT. No differences (p > .05) were found for 

the effect of PT visits on any outcomes. The effect of number of PT visits on pain was -0.38 pain points 

per visit. Of 19 participants, 16 elected to have surgery following the 12-week preoperative period. 3 

participants decided to not have surgery, 2 of which were in the PT group and completed 8 visits each.  

CONCLUSIONS: While there were no clinical changes in favor of either group, this pilot data may provide 

some insights. The number of PT visits influenced pain scores (-0.38 points per visit), projecting to a 

decrease of about 4.5 points over 12 visits. The MCID for the NPRS has been reported as low as 1 point 

or 15% change. A larger sample size may demonstrate continued trends toward an effect of PT on TUG 

times, even if only to attenuate the loss of function. Preoperative PT may help some patients delay 

surgery as 2 out of 9 subjects in the PT group decided to forego TKA after 8 visits of PT. 

CLINICAL RELEVANCE: Although this relatively small amount of data does not show statistical 

significance, it is possible that physical therapy provides benefit to patients with severe knee OA as 

defined by TUG times and numeric pain scores. Preoperative PT may improve patient functional status, 

and could potentially decrease or prolong the need for TKA. Continuation of this study by adding to the 

pilot data will help to clarify the benefits of this intervention. 
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